Badger Docs - Enable and Disable

Before a device may be used you must Enable it in Badger. Most equipment has a physical interlock which will prevent some key component from functioning unless the device is enabled in Badger. Unless instructed to do so by staff a member should never enable equipment for use by other members! Members must be “qualified” by lab staff prior to having the ability to enable a device. When you have been qualified by staff it may take a few minutes before the qualification propagates out to the system. You may need to log off and back on to get any new qualifications. Charges generally accrue from the moment a device is enabled and continue until the device is disabled. Check with lab staff for the policies specific to your lab.

Enable a Device –

Navigate to the device you want to enable.
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Select Enable under Equipment Actions.

When a device is enabled you will see a member ID next to the device. You can drag the bar at the bottom of the screen to see the entire ID.

The Machine Enable Information screen gives you the ability to select project, account and process information. In most cases this doesn’t change.
To disable equipment highlight the device and, from Equipment Actions, select Disable.
When the equipment is disabled your member ID will no longer be displayed next to device.